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English
WS2.9 Drafts, revises, proofreads and publishes well‐structured texts that are more demanding in terms of topic, audience and written language features.
WS2.10 Produces texts clearly, effectively and accurately, using the sentence structure, grammatical features and punctuation conventions of the text type.
NSW Syllabus for the Australian Curriculum Outcomes
English
EN2‐2A Plans, composes and reviews a range of texts that are more demanding in terms of topic, audience and language.
EN2‐10C Thinks imaginatively, creatively and interpretively about information, ideas and texts when responding to and composing texts.
EN2‐11D Responds to and composes a range of texts that express viewpoints of the world similar to and different from their own.
Resources Needed
Pens, pencils, workbooks
Key Ideas
Create a poem based on the disappearing

Language
n/a
Assessment Strategies
• Is the text well structured and coherent?
• Have the students thought creatively about the topic to compose
the text?
• Has the students considered which viewpoint the poem is composed
from?
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Workshop Activities
10 minutes – Introduction Discuss with students their thoughts on becoming a writer or studying to become a writer after watching the clip.
• Is it a job you would enjoy or want to do?
• What would be good about this study and career path?
• What would not be good about it?
10 minutes – Discussion Discuss the idea of ‘The disappearing’ as a topic for a poem.
• What do the students feel is disappearing in their local community, in Australia and in the world.
• What do students feel is disappearing from their lives and opportunities
• How else can they interpret the idea of the disappearing.
Brainstorm and list all the suggestions students come up with on the interactive whiteboard. Include pictures if students think of a picture that they feel
they could use as inspiration for writing.
25 minutes – Writing Allow students to use the words and pictures on the board to make their own poem titled ‘The disappearing’.
15 minutes – Sharing Allow students who are willing to share their poem with the class. Display poems around the room.

